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CRYSTAL INTENTION CANDLES

Our Crystal Intention Candles are handcrafted soy
wax candles scented with pure essential oils, our
original blend of flowers, herbs & crystals that
resonate with the individual candles intention.
These candles are meant for ceremonial use,
blessing and setting intention to manifest a desire.
Once a candle has burned past the crystals you can
easily remove them from the wax. The candles
contain tumbled stones, crystal points, herbal and
flower blends, and crystal chips which vary
depending on the type and size of the candle and
the candles intention.

Large: 
Approx.  8.5 oz candle
3.5 Height, Diameter 3.06"
Comes with brushed metal (silver tone) lid

Small: 
Approx.  5.8 oz candle 
3.52" height x 2.83" diameter

 About Our Crystal Intention Candles 



CRYSTAL INTENTION CANDLES

 Our Crystal Intention Candles 

Smudge- Clearing + Protection
This candle has our propriatary blend of herbs and
flowers, a black tourmaline crystal, a small crystal
point, rose quartz tumbled stone, black onyx +
labradorite chips. Scent is derived from Rosemary,
Rose, Lavender + Sage.

Attract- Ignite, re-ignite and attract love
One of our most sought after candles, Attract
carries the sweet scent of Jasmine, lavender and
Ylang-Ylang in an EO blend, as well as herbs +
flowers to top it off.  Among these you will find
Rose Quartz tumbled stone, and peridot chips.

Abundance Trinity-
Abundance, Prosperity, Success. 
This candle has traditional scents of harvest time
steeped in rich pumpkin and spice scents, a
Calendula flower and floral bits as well as a
tumbled citrine and is dressed with prosperity
powder.

Retrograde- Realign, reflect, reclaim.
This special blend is designed specifically for
planetary retrograde. Pure EO and our own
proprietary herbal blend bring with it a light and
dreamy scent! This soy candle includes Selenite, an
Amethyst tumbled stone, citrine chips and
lavender.

New Moon- Set intentions + manifest
This candle holds a citrus and peppermint sweet
and light scent with a hint of lavender. Topped with
a slice of selenite, a citrine tumbled stone,
moonstone chips and organic dried lavender.

Full Moon- Let go + Let the Magic Happen.
The scents of sage, lemongrass, ginger + jasmine
with a hint of rose topped with a clear quartz point,
black tourmaline crystal, moonstone chips, and
rose pedals bring this intention candle together
beautifully.



HOLIDAY CRYSTAL INTENTION CANDLES

Available in Large, Medium and Small

Home for the Holidays
This holiday candle features 3 small crystal
points, a carnelian tumbled stone, citrine and
garnet chips and white sage. The holiday
scent of spicy eggnog and sugar cookies will
warm your heart! The intention is to help
ground, focus + be present through the
holiday.

Let's Get Cozy
A truly wonderful scent of peppermint fudge
brownie with a hint of lavender makes this candle
a must have for chocolate lovers! Topped with a
Rose Quartz tumbled stone, a small quartz point,
and organic dried lavender. Its intention is to
celebrate and share the love.

Winter Solstice
A citrine and a green adventurine tumbled
stone adorn this holiday candle as well as a
sprig of rosemary. It comes together with a
scent of eucalyptus and pine and a hint of
Doterra Holiday Joy.

    *mediums size for a limited time only

 Holiday Crystal Intention Candles 



CANDLE WHOLESALE TERMS

Intention Candles:
Suggested Retail: 
Large $28.50 -$45.00 
Small $18-$22.00

Wholesale: 
Large $22.00 each  | $132.00 per half dozen
Small $14.00 each |   $84.00 per half dozen

Minimum order 6 pieces  (half a dozen) per candle type and size, and a minimum order total
of $200. across products.

Holiday Intention Candles:
Suggested Retail: 
Large $28.50 -$45.00 
Medium $21.50-$25.00
Small $18.00- $22.00

Wholesale: 
Large      $22.00 each  | $132.00 per half dozen
Medium $18.00 each |   $108.00 per half dozen * available for a limited time.
Small      $14.00 each |   $84.00 per half dozen
Minimum order 6 pieces  (half a dozen) per candle type and size,and a minimum order total
of $200. across products.

Candle Wholesale Terms



INTENTION GEM ELIXIR AROMATHERAPY
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CRYSTAL INTENTION CANDLES

We start all of our elixirs with a purified water process
that removes 78 toxins as well as fluoride and arsenic.
We take this water and perform a ceremony with either
sunlight, moonlight or sun/moon eclipse event
depending on the intention of the mist. With this gem
elixir and based on the intention of each mist, we then
incorporate our proprietary herbal and floral tinctures
and pure essential oils to create our unique blends. We
perform a reiki chant session and play crystal bowls,
drums and chimes along with it to give our mists a
blessing and adding healing vibrational energy to the
water base so they are sonically tuned. We hope you
love our "Mystical Gem Aromatherapy"  as much as we
do! They pair perfectly with our candles, soaps and body
oils.

Use:
Mists can be used by spraying over the body, on the
body, in the air around any room/space, in a diffuser or
in a bath. 
**Not meant to be ingested.

Available in 2 oz spray bottles
Suggested Retail: $15-25.
Wholesale: $11.25 | $67.50 half dozen 

Wholesale terms
Available in half dozen quantities per type and  an
overall minimum spend of $200. per order across all
products.

 About Our Gem Elixir Aromatherapy



Smudge- Smokeless Smudge spray for
protection + clearing.

Blessed- Blessing ritual, ceremony, happy joyful
heart. A true blessing mist.

Peace + Healing- Calm, de-stress, heal.

Namaste Out of It - Empath Support, energy
vampire protection.

Abundance Trinity- Abundance, Success,
Prosperity.

Attract- Attract Love, Re-ignite love, Self love.

New Moon- Manifesting Mist. Great for use
with the moon cycles or any time.

Full Moon- Releasing Mist- let go and allow for
the new!

Starseed Connect- Galactic roots, downloads +
upgrade support. Excellent meditation support.

Mystic Skies- Meditation + Connection, not for
the faint of heart. This is a Moldovite + Teckite
solution, meant to enhance meditation for the
person experienced in journeying and working
with strong energy.

Ascension Path-  Density Shift + Pineal Glad
Support. 

n Path- Density Shiftftf + Pine

Types Intention Gem Elixir Aromatherapy 

GEM ELIXIR AROMATHERAPY MIST



 CRYSTAL BATH + BODY
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CRYSTAL INTENTION CANDLES

We handcraft all our bath and body products, inspired
as intention and mind, body, spirit support for our
clients. We have expanded into different areas such as
bath and body so that our clients can "hold" the
balanced energy they need as they go through day to
day life.

We use pure cosmetic grade oils matching the benefits
of the oils to the intentions of the product. We add in
our recipes for crystal energy, reiki and sound as well as
any herbal or flower tinctures we feel resonate with a
particular product. 

Though changing and growing we currently offer:
Shimmering Crystal Infused Body Oils
Crystal Soap Bars in Celestial Amethyst, Rose Quartz and
Abundance and Crystal infused Roller Bottles in
Amethyst with Sage and Lavender and Rose Quartz with
Jasmine and Chamomile.

Coming soon:
Crystal Body Scrub
Crystal Bath Salts
Crystal Bath Melts
Crytal Bath Bombs

 About Our Crytal Bath + Body Products



CRYSTAL INTENTION CANDLES

Available in:

Rose Quartz

Amethyst

Champagne Sage

Larimar

Aquamarine

Citrine

Sugilite

Black Tourmaline

Bottles are 2 oz.

The top is a dropper with a locking base.

Use:
Using the dropper drop 1-2 drops on your arm,
hand, leg etc, and rub in.

Suggested Retail: $18.00
Wholesale: $13.50
Wholesale terms
Available in half dozen quantities per type and 
 an overal minimum spend of $200. per order
across all products.

Shimmering Crystal infused Body Oils



CRYSTAL INTENTION CANDLES

Celestial Amethyst Bar Soap

Our Luxurious Celestial Amethyst Crystal
Soap Bar will delight your senses and
surround you with the energy of a large
tumbled Amethyst crystal nestled inside.
Scent is a night violet celestial amethyst
blend. 
 
Ingredients: Glycerin, Vitamin E,
Minerals, eco glitter, Colorants, Essential
oils, and a light light violet blend
fragrance.
*Our eco-glitter offers only eco-friendly and
biodegradable glitter. All our glitters are made from
regenerated plant cellulose or mica minerals and
will naturally breakdown. 

A Luxurious Rose Quartz Crystal Soap
Bar will delight your senses and
surround you with the energy of a large
tumbled Rose Quartz crystal nestled
inside. Our Rose Quartz scent has hints
of grapefruit, cherry and almond.
 
Ingredients: Glycerin, Vitamin E,
Minerals, eco glitter, Colorants, Essential
oils, and a light light violet blend
fragrance.
*Our eco-glitter offers only eco-friendly and
biodegradable glitter. All our glitters are made
from regenerated plant cellulose or mica
minerals and will naturally breakdown. 

Part of  our Abundance Trinity line this
soap bar contains a green adventurine
tumbled stone in our dual layered
luxurious soap bar base and has a light
clean scent.
Ingredients: Glycerin, Vitamin E,
Minerals, eco glitter, Colorants, Essential
oils, and a light light violet blend
fragrance.
*Our eco-glitter offers only eco-friendly and
biodegradable glitter. All our glitters are made
from regenerated plant cellulose or mica
minerals and will naturally breakdown.

Suggested Retail: $14.00-18.00 per bar.
Wholesale: $10.50 | $63./half dozen
*wholesale terms of half dozen per type and a minimum order of $200. applies.

Rose Quartz Bar Soap Abundance Trinity Bar Soap

Crystal Soap Bars



 
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/ascendhealingarts

Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/ascendgifts

Twitter:
https://twitter.com/AscendGifts

Alexis Prince,
Owner, RMT,CCP, ACM,CPM,CPLC,Hth
*Reiki Master/Teacher, Certified Crystal Practitioner, Advanced
Crystal Master, Certified Psychic Medium, Certified
Professional Life Coach, Certified Hypnotherapist.
Phone:
(707) 543-6455

email:
alexis@peaceinhealingU.com

Website:
www.ascendgifts.com

Location:
Lincoln, Ca | Northern California

How To Reach Us




